
Geologic backgroiind

Hurbanks''^, in his discussion of the "Western area of mineralization" extending

from Ironton Parks southward along the entire Western border of the sunken

Silverton caldera, states "exploration for and development of ore shoots in this

region are hindered by difficulties of determining structure and in distinguishing

between alteration produced by ore-depositing solutions and by earlier emanations,

by the softening of the volcanic rocks by alteration,. and by the presence of acid

ground waters. The region, therefore presents many unsolved geologic and mining

problems.

In a later report Burbanks** discusses the Red Moxintain structure and the

pipes and chimneys more fully. The following discriptions and data are taken

directly from his publication.

The fault belt that extends northwestward through the Red Moxintain district

forms the dominant structural feature and it is a portion of the ring-fault system

of the Silverton caldera. Though the dominant pattern of structure is doubtless

produced by the N 25 to 65° E fault lines, this is perhaps over-emphasized :.

physiographically owing to the parallel northeast course of the trunk glacier

that occupied Red Mountain greek and Ironton Park Valley. These more prominent

northeast trends are, howfver, crossed by numerous though more obscure fissures and

faults of the northwest radial system, and by complementary systems of N 10° to 20° E

and E-W fissures. The fault belt as a whole may be considered as a shattered mass
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in which the rocks are broken into numerous vertical prisms of irregular shape. In

areas of strongly altered rocks, the faults cannot be followed far unless the textures

of the abutting rock masses are sufficiently different to permit recognition despite

their condition.

The generalized structure across the valley and fault belt indicate that blocks

have been dropped successively to the southeast. Displacement across the belt from

the west slope to the ground beneath the Red Mountains seems to be at least 2000 ft.,

but changes in thickness of formations latterally and effects of erosion between

them render such an estimate subject to a large error.

The simple step-fault structure across Red Mountain Valley is greatly complicated

by a younger, superimposed sagging and tilting of the beds inward from either side to

ward the relatively broad valley floor. This structure as seen on the groiand is ex

pressed in a marked tilting of certain blocks of massive rock and in the development

of a prominent secondary laminar or flow structure in some of the weaker beds. This

structure is expressed in weathered outcrops by parallel fractures an inch or less

apart and by the disintegration of the rocks into thin plates or even small flakes.

The platy structure ranges in dip from 20 to 60 degrees. It may coincide locally

with tilted bedding planes of tuff or with the original flow structure of the lavas,

but it commonly is steeper. The steepness of the dip commonly increases inward to

ward the valley bottom, but where the rocks are exposed on the floor of the valley

the secondary structure and tilt decrease or disappear entirely. These features are

therefore particularly characteristic of the flanks of the sag structure.

The most highly tilted rock masses are found in belts of strong rock alteration

along both the east and west sides of Red Mountain Valley. The rocks most strongly

affected by the secondary laminar structure are beds of originally low cohesive
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strength, such as tuffs. These are highly altered. The tilting as well as the flow

structure are evidently unrelated to fault drag. The lack of the drag effect where

such sturcture crosses fault lines and the fact that in many places much alteration is

later than the fissuring point to the conclusion that these highly developed secondary

structures, and the tilt of massive rocks were produced concurrently to each other

but subsequent to the main period of step faulting.

The concentration of volcanic pipes along the highly faulted border of the Silver-

ton caldera together with the extreme local alteration of the volcanic rocks in this

belt are features that in themselves provide adequate evidence of shallow phases of

volcanic activity. It is known from observations of modern volcanic activity that in

general eruptive activity may be followed by solfatoric and furaarolic activity within

a comparatively short span of time. Hence the interval between eruption of the Red

Mountain volcanic pipes and the subsequent fumarolic activity may not have been long.

The interval of time cannot be guessed, but it is clear that, during alteration of the

rocks and the leaching and fumarolic channels in them to the depths of the present

ore bodies, the entire belt of altered rocks sagged downward many hundreds of feet.

The topographic changes at the surface above the belt of sagging must have provided a

large catchment basin in which meteoric waters circulated to such depths as were per

mitted by the local pressures of escaping hot vapors from below. The width of the

structural basin at soine positions appears to have been nearly 3 miles, as shown by an

appreciable sagging of beds within this span. The inferred surface condtions during

fumarolic activity may be compared directly to those now existing in Yellowstone Park,

The structural basin of the Red Mountain Valley would correspond to the geyser basin

of the Yellowstone, whereas the structurally higher belts of alteration, expecially

that on the east side of the valley would correspond to the sulfate traits of the

Yellowstone,



The stacks or pipes and chimneys are irregularly lenticular, nearly vertical

bodies. Some, referred to as pipes, are occupied by breccias and by intrusive bodies

of quartz latite porphyry and by rhyolite. The simpler pipe-like bodies, some of

which are only a few tens of feet in diajneter are filled by small plugs of porphyry.

The composite pipes such as the Koehler which is about 3500 feet long and 2000 feet

wide are occupied by breoda and quartz latite porphyry. In the more complex pipes,

the breccia was formed first, followed by the quartz latite porphyry and then the

porphyry. Movement and formation of breccia bodies evidently continued concurrently

with intrusive action.

Observed and known relations between th4 "spiral" and cone types of fraccure

associated with small incipient intrusives and radial tension fussures of the larger

intrusive centers suggests that the initial fractures or breccias formed along zones

of strong shearing stress that circumscribed the axes of the pipes, rather than by

tensional failure. In the better defined pipes, an envelope of vertically sheeted

rock commonly encircles the bodies of breccia or of intrusive rocks and forms a well-

defined outside wall. Around the small and more highly mineralized pipes, or around

those lying within areas of strong general alteration these features may be obscured.

The observed relations indicate that the sheeting is later than the intrusives and the

close spacing of the sheeting planes suggests that they resulted in part from shear

rather than piire tensional stresses.

From the geologic evidence it might be concluded that the breccia core developed

at the beginning by "plastic" deformation that spread outward along planes of maximum

shearing stress; that is, the spiral directions. The unbalance of stress that re

sulted in the surrounding country rocks was gradually compensated and restricted in

its spread by the formation of an encircling envelope of strong tangential or hoop



stress. This counterbalancing stress not only limited the outward growth of

"spiral" shear planes, but tended to deflect them into concentric directions.

This inferred mechanism is of particular economic interest in connection with

the chimney ore bodies of the district which are similar in form to the volcanic

pipe. These ore bodies formed along vertical axes of strong hydrothermal leaching

of the volcanic rocks, and hence their internal pressures were probably much less

than the surrounding rock pressure. Except for possible differences in this

pressure relationship the mechanism of formation of the ore-bearing chimneys may

closely parallel that of the volcanic pipe.

There is substantial mineralogical evidence that the chimney ore bodies were

concentrated within openings and by replacement of rocks previously attached by

hot waters of fumarolic or sulfate type. The silicified rock bodies are more

widespread than ore bodies, but commonly there is a tube-like envelope of silicified

rock surrounding the chimney ore body.

The structural relations of the ore bodies to the volcanic pipes are classi

fiable into several principal kinds. Two general classes, based upon position

relative to the pipe, include ore bodies within the body of the pipe, and those

outside of but localised by structures directly related to the pipe. Both chimney

and vein deposits are represented. A third class laay include vein deposits fed

from underlying pipes.

The two classes of deposits within and exterior to pipes show an evident

relation to the stage of pipe development. Those within the pipe are found chiefly

in incipient pipes not completely plugged with porphyry, those exterior to the

pipes are associated dhiefly with pipes in an advanced stage of development, which

are commonly "plugged" by porphyry bodies.

As might be expected from conditions favoring concentration in feeding

channels, the ore bodies lying within small or moderate sized pipes include the
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most productive deposits of the district. These include the Yankee Girl, Guston,

Robinson, National Belle and probably the Silver Belle. Ore bodies exterior to the

pipes include the Hudson, St. Lawrence, Carbon Lake, and Congress chimney deposits.

These and others are associated with the Koehler compound pipe.

The common ore minerals of the Red Mountain ores include pyrite, enargite,

chalcopyrite, tennantite, chalcocite, covellite, stromeyerite, bornite, sphalerite,

and galena. In general the pyrite of the lower levels is capped successively by

pyrite-chalcopyrite ore, by ore composed of copper-silver minerals, and finally by

galena ore. These changes in order occur within a vertical range of less then

1000 feet. The zoning of the ore appears to have been to some extent radial as

well as vertical.

The less altered rocks outside the envelope of the ore bodies were also much

fissured, but in general the ground was "tight" and provided only sheeted zones,

joints and seams for the penetration of altering solutions. The silicified rock

grades outward into rock of the propylitic type, characterized by chlorite, and

carbonates and locally pyrite, clay minerals and sericite.

Deposition of the ores occurred near the end of a sequence of structural events

in which the principal processes were (l) the early faulting that outlined the

down-faulted block of the caldera, (2) intrusion of the volcanic pipes, and (3)

development of the Red Mountain sag concurrent with general alteration of rocks.

Many pipes within the belts of plastically deformed and tilted rocks have not been

especially productive, a fact that may be attributed to effective sealing of their

channels. On the other hand essentially all of the most productive chimney ore

bodies of the district are found along the boundary area between the highly altered

rocks of Red Mountains Nos. 1, 2, and 3 and the less altered nearly horizontally

lying rocks of the valley floor at altitudes between 10,000 and 11,500 feet. This



belt is about half a mile wide and 15,000 feet in length.

The possibility that ore bodies can form in breccia and porphyry pipes that have

only feeble surface expression is an important aspect of the mineralization of pipes

in the district. Obscure evidence of deeply buried pipes is to be found in a few

places; and such pipes appear to have been feeding channels of a number of ore shoots

in shallow fissure veins. It is probable, though not proved, that most fissure-van

deposits in and near the fault belt were fed from deeply buried pipe, channels.

Some features of the mineralized chimneys that are i^elieved to be of more than

ordinary significance in their origin include the degree of silicification of the walls

or "casings" of the ore bodies in relation to depth, and the size of the solution

channels or caverns in relation to depth. Although the lower parts of only a few

chimneys are notr (l94o) accessible, it is stated by many familair with the district

that the volume of silicified rock decreases noticeably with depth. The caverns and

ore channels within this rock, whether filled with ore or not, likewise diminish with

depth. In the lower levels of the Yankee Girl pipe, nearly 1,200 feet beneath the

outcrop, the volume of silicified rock is said to be comparatively insignificant. It

may be concluded therefore that the ore channels or "chimneys" taper downward like

roots; also that silicified casings form strong perforated cappings at the uppermost

levels, where the lead ores were most abundant, but became tapering sheaths downward.

It may be inferred that silicified and kaolinized rocks extended originally above the

present outcrops of the chimneys,.though possibly in large part barren of ore. This

is suggested by the fact that on some of the highest mountain slopes there is much

barren silicified and channeled rock, though the presence of ore beneath every out

crop of it has not been established.
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